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CHAIRMAN ISSA, RANKING MEMBER JOHNSON, AND MEMBERS OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE:

The United States intellectual property laws are the infrastructure that underpins and shapes a great deal of American innovation. As with any other infrastructure, its reliability and trustworthiness are critical to national security at a time when technological progress defines America’s leadership around the globe. I thank the Subcommittee for holding this hearing and focusing on this important topic.

Intellectual property intersects with international competitiveness in two distinct ways. The first is defensive. By providing a variety of national and cross-border remedies for infringement, the IP laws deter and prevent misappropriation of American research and development.¹ The importance of strong IP rights in response to IP theft, especially in China, is well-documented and undeniable.²

What has been less studied but requires this Committee’s equal attention, however, is how abuses of IP can play an offensive role to the detriment of American innovation.³ As I detail below, China and Chinese entities are flooding the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office with questionable
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patents, have taken steps to dominate international technological consor-
tia, have recrafted patent adjudication in adverse ways, and have even used
our own IP enforcement agencies against Americans. Not unlike how hack-
ers exploit cybersecurity vulnerabilities in computer infrastructure, these
efforts exploit the infrastructure of patent laws to entangle American in-
novators and stymie American technologies.

Mitigating China’s offensive use of the IP laws in these ways is just
like mitigating any other infrastructure vulnerability: We must take steps
to ensure that the IP laws are resilient to the sorts of abuses that undermine
our technological leadership and security. I outline four major approaches
below:

- **Trustworthiness in patents.** Strong processes for vetting and val-
  idating that patents are correctly issued will separate hard-earned
  innovation from low-quality patent chaff that, left untouched, could
tie up American innovators in pointless and costly litigation. Greater
  transparency in patent ownership and litigation would also help to
detect, identify, and respond to any abuse.

- **Championing forum fairness.** The United States should lead
  in putting a stop to the ongoing, destructive race to the bottom
  on patent litigation practices. It should stand against “forum sell-
ing” practices, in China and elsewhere, of courts attracting lucrative
  patent lawsuits by tilting the playing field.

- **Focusing on competition.** A robustly competitive landscape pro-
  motes national security and technological progress. Policymakers
  should work to ensure that the IP laws enhance competition and can-
not be turned into tools for suppressing competition.

- **The whole of government.** To ensure American leadership in tech-
  nology and innovation, IP rights are an important component but
  not the only component. Especially for dynamic fields like artificial
  intelligence, patents can have complex and counterintuitive effects,
  and policy tools such as STEM education, high-skilled immigration,
  research funding, and diversity initiatives can have tremendous im-
  pact.
I. PATENTS’ TERRITORIAL NATURE AND THE IP THEFT MISCONCEPTION

To understand China’s offensive use of IP rights, it is necessary to understand a key fact about IP law and patent law in particular. A patent confers a right upon one party, the patent holder, to block other parties from using certain technologies on penalty of infringement.⁴ But while anyone can get U.S. patents, the only people who can be blocked by them are U.S. firms.

U.S. patents generally cannot stop foreign activity.⁵ As the Supreme Court has repeatedly said, “Courts presume that federal statutes apply only within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States.”⁶ While there are limited avenues for asserting patents against importers of infringing products,⁷ the act of importation confirms that patent law requires a domestic act before infringement can be found.⁸ An American patent has no effect on a Chinese company operating entirely outside the United States, even if that Chinese company is exploiting technology squarely within the scope of the patent.

That Chinese company, however, can apply for and obtain as many U.S. patents as it wants. Patents are available equally to foreign and domestic applicants, and in compliance with international treaties, the patent laws give no preference to domestic patent holders.⁹ Indeed, in 2020, 56% of U.S. patent applications were filed by foreign residents, and 53% of patents were issued to foreign inventors.¹⁰
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7. See 35 U.S.C. § 271(g) (providing for patent infringement when one “imports into the United States . . . a product which is made by a process patented in the United States”).
8. See Chao, supra note 5, at 78 (“Although there are exceptions to patent law’s territorial limitation, these exceptions are narrow.”).
The result of this asymmetry is that, as far as U.S. patent law goes, a Chinese firm can obtain a patent and charge an American company with infringement, but an American company cannot reciprocate.¹¹ For the American company to charge the Chinese company with infringement, it must obtain a Chinese patent and avail itself of China’s intellectual property laws and procedures to obtain relief.

However unfair this arrangement may seem, it is the current law and it would be bad policy to change it. Patents cannot be given extraterritorial effect to reach foreign conduct, as U.S. courts lack jurisdiction to enforce judgments abroad. Nondiscrimination among patent applicant nationalities avoids a destructive race to the bottom, in which countries vie to attract companies to relocate based on increasingly discriminatory patent laws; it also avoids tit-for-tat retaliation against countries’ respective innovators. The end result of policies favoring U.S. patent holders could be ultimately to disfavor them more greatly worldwide. Furthermore, determined foreign adversaries could probably game such policies easily through shell companies and obfuscatory corporate transactions, so attempting to disfavor Chinese patent applications legislatively would likely be futile.

Among other things, the territorial nature of patents explains why current concerns about IP theft in China are largely unrelated to U.S. patent law.¹² By both statute and constitutional requirement, the text of a patent is required to reveal the inner workings of a new technology with sufficient detail such that others are able to make and use the same technology.¹³ That text is published such that anyone around the world can read the patent, and it makes little sense to say that anyone can “steal” publicly available information outside the ambit of U.S. patent law. Instead, IP theft typically refers to misappropriation of trade secrets and other proprietary information, through industrial espionage or forced disclosures through compelled joint ventures.¹⁴ Trade secret and industrial espionage

¹¹. See Of Monopolies and Monocultures, supra note 3, at 387 & n.105.
¹². See Hickey et al., supra note 1, at 15 (“A patent, for example, is a publicly available legal document granting the patent holder certain exclusive rights; . . . infringers do not ‘steal’ the patent.”); Competitiveness with China, supra note 3.
¹³. See 35 U.S.C. § 112(a); Ariad Pharm., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (“[A] separate requirement to describe one’s invention is basic to patent law.”).
¹⁴. See Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, supra note 2, at 19–23 (describing
laws would be the proper focus of this Subcommittee’s attention to deal with such issues.

II. How China Can Use, and Uses, Patents to Harm American Innovators

The asymmetry between who can obtain U.S. patents and who can be sued under them helps to explain the offensive use of patents: Chinese firms, perhaps with backing or direction from the Chinese government, can obtain U.S. patents and assert them against American businesses. China’s offensive use of patents has already manifested in at least four ways, as described below.

A. Flooding the United States with Low-Quality Patents

First, Chinese entities have been applying for U.S. patents at a staggering rate. In 2020, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) received 47,712 patent applications from China, the second highest filing volume from a foreign country.¹⁵ That represents a nearly 50% increase in application volume since 2017, a rapid acceleration compared to the top foreign filing country, Japan, where applications have dropped by almost 25% over the same period,¹⁶ and compared to an overall increase in U.S. patent application filings of about 7% between those years.¹⁷ China appears to be on track to the top foreign filer of U.S. patent applications within just a few years.

This meteoric rise in patent applications from China is the result of state-sponsored policy. As the USPTO reported recently, China uses a variety of tools to induce patent filings: tax incentives, target metrics for institutional patenting, and (until recently¹⁸) even monetary subsidies to China’s use of joint venture requirements to compel technology transfers “behind closed doors”).

¹⁶. See id. at 211.
¹⁷. See id. at 201.
The report concludes that these inducements are a “major contributor” to China’s high worldwide volume of patent filings.²⁰ Yet those patents are also often of low innovative quality. A Bloomberg report found that the majority of Chinese patents are abandoned shortly after grant, suggesting their minimal asset value.²¹ As the USPTO report also finds, China’s use of subsidies and incentives “may in part explain why the commercial value of China’s patents is low.”²² The report further finds that China’s IP licensing receipts are comparatively low, “an additional indicator of the relatively low value of China’s patents and other IP.”²³ Although these studies focused on worldwide patenting by Chinese entities, there does not appear to be reason to believe that Chinese-filed U.S. patents are substantially different.

This glut of low-quality patents cannot be ignored for at least three reasons. First, it strains the USPTO’s limited examination resources, potentially delaying the issuance of valuable patents representing commercializable innovation.²⁴ Second and more importantly, it crowds the space of potential liability for American innovators and businesses. A company
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22. See U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, supra note 19, at 7; Prud’homme & Zhang, supra note 19, at 62–63 (“[O]verly simplistic patent targets set by the Chinese state since 2010 have incentivized recent patent filings without enough attention to their quality.”).


entering a market often conducts a “freedom to operate” analysis, assessing what patents cover a certain technological area and what licenses the company needs to negotiate. In doing that analysis, the company must wade through all the patents in the relevant area, high-quality or not. A mass of patents from China could multiply this search and legal analysis cost many times over.²⁵ Indeed, these filings may render it more difficult for American firms to protect their own IP rights, as they constitute facially cognizable prior art that could potentially draw out the patent examination process.²⁶

Several pointers suggest how a glut of low-quality foreign patents could end up interfering with domestic innovation. In the analogous field of trademark law, scholars have already worried that high-volume applications for trademark registrations from China are crowding the market so much that the United States might be “running out of trademarks.”²⁷ And in the early 2000s, a glut of software patents of questionable validity enabled a variety of patent assertion business models to spring up and harass technology companies and Main Street businesses for decades.²⁸ History suggests that China’s strategy of inducing high-volume patent filings regardless of


²⁶ See Suchodolski, Harrison & Heiden, supra note 2, at 201–02. To be clear, the mere publication of prior art in a timely manner is not a bad act. But to the extent that a patent application is so low-quality that its text is non-enabling, that application is not actually prior art, but a later patent applicant would have to expend effort to prove this.


quality may have substantial implications for the American economy.

B. Asserting Patents Against American Firms

Besides complicating American companies’ freedom-to-operate determinations, Chinese-held U.S. patents could be directly asserted against American companies, tying them up in potentially years of costly litigation. The Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei, for example, is reportedly the fourth most prolific patenting company in the United States, receiving 2,836 U.S. patents in 2022 alone.²⁹ In 2020, Huawei sued Verizon for infringement of several telecommunications patents; that lawsuit followed a 2016 suit against T-Mobile US.³⁰

Huawei has close ties with the Chinese government,³¹ and the idea that a national government might sponsor or coordinate patent litigation against American firms is not farfetched. Countries including France, Japan, and South Korea have established “sovereign patent funds” intended to aggregate and often monetize a country’s patents around the world.³² State-sponsored entities such as Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation have vigorously asserted patents against American companies.³³ And the U.S. Chamber of Commerce has warned


about the possibility that China could use a sovereign wealth fund to instigate a "suit against an American company in a sensitive industry such as military technology," and thereby obtain "highly confidential documents containing proprietary information regarding sensitive technologies" through the ordinary and compulsory discovery processes of litigation.³⁴

To be clear, the holder of a valid U.S. patent has and ought to have a right to assert that patent against infringers in the United States, regardless of the patent holder’s nationality. The concern here is that state-sponsored entities could strategically take advantage of the costs and procedures of protracted litigation to the detriment of American firms, regardless of the merits of the underlying patents in suit.³⁵ Given the wave of low-quality patent applications already present as discussed above, that concern is especially potent.

C. Racing to the Bottom on Standard-Essential Patents

Information and communication technologies present another avenue for offensive patent use. Technologies such as Wi-Fi, 5G, video encoding, television broadcasting, and more depend on technical standards that provide a common framework for products from competing firms to connect and communicate with each other.³⁶ An Apple smartphone must be able to speak the same languages as Verizon and AT&T cell phone towers, Cisco routers, Dell computers, and Android devices in order for us to have the

efficient and connected technological environment we enjoy today.

Those common languages are technical standards, typically developed by groups of industry members and technical experts in national and international organizations.³⁷ Members of these organizations often hold patents covering critical parts of standardized technologies, and if those “standard-essential patents” could be asserted freely, any one patent could disrupt critical communications systems.³⁸ As a result, almost every standard-setting organization requires patent holders to commit to licensing their patents on fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory (“FRAND”) terms, ensuring that those patents do not restrain competition and block companies seeking to use critical technologies such as Wi-Fi and 5G.³⁹

China has been a dominant player in technical standards and patents. As of 2021, the USPTO identified about 106,000 patents declared relevant to 5G technology, with Huawei being the top firm in patent holdings; ZTE ranked among the top seven.⁴⁰ Consistent with overall Chinese patent filings, many have questioned whether Huawei’s 5G patents represent high-quality innovation.⁴¹ China apparently also has significant leadership control over key standard-setting organizations.⁴² As standardized technolo-

³⁹. See Nat’l Acad. of Sci., supra note 37, at 51 (“While the specific language may differ, most SSOs ask rights holders to consent to license their rights on terms that are fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory (FRAND), with or without a royalty payment.”).
gies such as 5G become increasingly essential to American infrastructure and national security, China’s IP-backed influence over technical standards demands scrutiny.

China also uses patents in an offensive role through litigation over these standard-essential patents. Since most standardized technologies are used worldwide, a holder of standard-essential patents in multiple countries can freely choose, among those countries, where to bring suit.⁴³ This lucrative litigation has created a "race to the bottom," well-documented by Professor Jorge Contreras among others, in which national courts compete to attract patent cases through legal enticements such as automatic preliminary injunctions, expedited proceedings, favorable legal methodologies, and worldwide damages awards that ignore the extraterritoriality principles of patents.⁴⁴

Chinese courts have taken a leading position in this race. Recently, Chinese courts have taken a page out of the playbook of U.S. courts, issuing “anti-suit injunctions” prohibiting litigants from pursuing their infringement cases over standard-essential patents in courts outside of China.⁴⁵ As Professors Peter Yu, Contreras, and Yu Yang explain, China’s use of anti-suit injunctions has the “objective of making Chinese courts the ‘preferred place’ for international intellectual property dispute settlement” and is coterminous with the Chinese government’s efforts to promote indige-
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nous innovation by bulking up its patent system.⁴⁶

By no means is a renewed focus on strengthening IP protections in China a bad thing.⁴⁷ But rejiggering litigation procedures in ways that tilt the playing field as part of a global race to the bottom over standard-essential patent litigation—the harms of that fall not just upon U.S. innovators but upon American national interests as a whole.

D. Using a Federal Agency, Designed to Protect American Innovators, Instead to Target Them

Maybe it is not such a surprise that Chinese patent holders can assert U.S. patents against U.S. companies. What is perhaps more surprising, though, is that one of the venues where Chinese patent holders do this is a federal agency established to protect U.S. companies from unfair foreign competition.

The U.S. International Trade Commission (“ITC”) is an independent administrative agency that adjudicates unfair acts of importation into the United States.⁴⁸ Under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, the ITC investigates patent and other IP infringement as a species of those unfair acts, and has powers to exclude infringing articles from importation.⁴⁹ Because the importer of infringing articles is sometimes outside the jurisdiction of federal courts, the agency serves an important purpose of policing and enforcing IP rights at the border, making the ITC investigation an important
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tool for mitigating IP theft by foreign nations such as China.⁵⁰

Statutes make clear that the ITC is intended to support American inventors against foreign infringers. To qualify for an investigation to be brought, a complainant before the ITC must prove a “domestic industry,” showing that it engages in productive activities under the relevant patent within the United States.⁵¹ One cannot ask the ITC to block the importation of infringing computer chips, for example, without making the patented chips in the United States. The agency also must consider a list of U.S.-centric public interest factors before ordering any exclusion of imported articles.⁵² Those public interest factors would seem an ideal way for the ITC to incorporate national security concerns into its decisionmaking.⁵³ Finally, since the agency’s authority is limited to border control, American companies operating purely domestic businesses ought to be immune to the agency’s jurisdiction.⁵⁴

In recent years, though, every one of these protections has been undermined, in large part due to the ITC’s efforts toward expansion of authority.⁵⁵ The agency (with support of statutory amendments) has interpreted
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51. See Tariff Act § 337(a)(2) (providing for a remedy for patent infringement “only if an industry in the United States, relating to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, mask work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being established”); Colleen V. Chien, Protecting Domestic Industries at the ITC; 28 SANTA CLARA HIGH TECH. L.J. 169, 177–78 (2011).

52. See Tariff Act § 337(d)(1) (providing for orders excluding articles from importation “after considering the effect of such exclusion upon the public health and welfare, competitive conditions in the United States economy, the production of like or directly competitive articles in the United States, and United States consumers”).


54. See, e.g., ClearCorrect Operating v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 810 F.3d 1283, 1290 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Thus, when there is no importation of ‘articles’ there can be no unfair act, and there is nothing for the Commission to remedy.”).

“domestic industry” broadly, such that a foreign patent holder can minimally satisfy the requirement by licensing a patent to just one U.S. company, even one unwilling to participate in the investigation.⁵⁶ The public interest factors have received virtually no attention in ITC final determinations for decades.⁵⁷ And the agency has manufactured several ways to use purely domestic activity to support infringement findings, applying its exclusionary powers to block importation of staple articles that themselves infringe no asserted patents.⁵⁸

The unsurprising result has been an influx of ITC investigations in which foreign patent holders target American firms. In a study of recent investigations, I found that there were over four times as many foreign-against-domestic ITC investigations as there were of the expected domestic-against-foreign type.⁵⁹ Excluding investigations involving American companies against each other or involving only foreign ones (both of which are odd for other reasons), the ITC appears to be more often used against American innovators than in support of them. And this does not count patent assertion entities for which the full chain of ownership is un-
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⁵⁷. See Veronica Ascarrunz et al., Public Interest at the ITC, JD SUPRA (Mar. 15, 2022), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/public-interest-at-the-itc-3044140/ (“The Commission, however, rarely denies remedies based on the public interest factors, and has only done so on three occasions, and not since 1984.”).


The ITC is often considered a favored forum for patent assertion because of its powerful remedies and expedited timelines. As a protection for U.S. intellectual property against foreign misappropriation, this makes a great deal of sense. But the fact that the ITC has been turned on its head reflects not just a need for reform of the agency but a more general lack of attention to the offensive exploitation of patents.

III. A Resilient U.S. Patent System

To protect the United States from foreign abuses of its own patent system, more than simplistic measures are required. Simple attempts like blocking China from using U.S. patents would be no more effective than trying to block cyberattacks based on Internet addresses. Resilient IP laws require layers of trust and security to ensure that granted patents and other rights represent valuable innovation, not tools of exploitation. The following proposals work toward such a resilient IP system and merit the Subcommittee’s attention.


A. Ensuring Trustworthiness in Patents

To defend against foreign abuses among other things, the patent system must be a trusted system, and the patents that it outputs must be trustworthy. Flooding the United States with low-quality, questionable patents exploits gaps in this trust, as does turning litigation systems against ourselves. These gaps must be identified and ultimately closed.

Correctness in patent grants is the cornerstone of this trustworthiness. The patent laws limit patents to novel,⁶⁴ nonobvious,⁶⁵ and sufficiently described⁶⁶ inventions within the range of allowable subject matter.⁶⁷ These statutory and constitutional⁶⁸ requirements work interconnectedly to ensure that patent rights inure to technologies of value to the public. But it is widely known, from government studies and outside commentary, that patent examiners have limited time and resources to give applications a full vetting.⁶⁹

Dedicating greater resources to the USPTO for patent examination would be an important step in this respect. That is not to say that the agency should act unequally between foreign and domestic applications; again, discrimination by applicant nationality would be bad policy and have troubling repercussions. Instead, increasing the quality of patent grants across the board would discourage high-volume, low-quality patent filings from China and elsewhere, protecting American innovators from the costs of an unnecessarily crowded patent space.

Back-end procedures for validating the correctness of already granted patents are equally important for patent trustworthiness. The USPTO oper-
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65. See § 103.
66. See § 112(a)–(b).
67. See § 101.
ates several procedures, including ex parte reexamination\textsuperscript{70} and inter partes review,\textsuperscript{71} that give the agency the opportunity to take a second look and make corrections to past actions.\textsuperscript{72} These proceedings have proven their accuracy, with the Federal Circuit fully or partially affirming inter partes review decisions over 80\% of the time.\textsuperscript{73} These proceedings verify the patent system, and without verification there can be no trust.

The USPTO’s ongoing focus on “robust and reliable patents” is very much consistent with patent trustworthiness.\textsuperscript{74} A patent that is fully vetted by examination and verifiable after the fact is one that represents value, that can attract investment, that does not present potential for abuse, and that ultimately is robust and reliable.\textsuperscript{75} Some have used the phrase “robust and reliable,” however, to suggest that patents should effectively be incontestable by making those verification procedures less available and harder to use. To do this, though, could very well invite foreign adversaries to exploit a patent system with fewer validation measures, the harms from which would likely outweigh any benefit.

Transparency in patent ownership and assertion should be another area of focus. Patents and patent litigation can be veiled in layers of corporate shells and contracts in the same way that cyberattackers veil themselves with intermediary proxies. The USPTO previously initiated an effort to identify the real parties in interest owning patents,\textsuperscript{76} Senator Leahy re-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{70} See 35 U.S.C. § 302.
\item \textsuperscript{71} See § 311.
\item \textsuperscript{75} See id. at 60130 (defining “robustness and reliability of patents” as “ensur[ing] that the patent rights granted by the USPTO fulfill their intended purpose of furthering the common good, incentivizing innovation, and promoting economic prosperity”).
\end{itemize}
cently introduced a bill on the subject,⁷⁷ and a recent dispute in the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware highlighted difficulties with transparency in patent litigation funding and control.⁷⁸ Knowing the avenues by which countries like China are using to take advantage of patents is essential to identifying systemic vulnerabilities.

B. Championing Forum Fairness, Not Forum Selling

Anti-suit injunctions and worldwide FRAND patent judgments are symptoms of a larger, global race to the bottom among courts to attract lucrative standard-essential patent lawsuits. Called “forum selling,” an extensive scholarly literature has considered the perverse incentives and outcomes that result from courts jockeying to attract patent cases.⁷⁹

The United States should position itself as a global leader for fairness across forums for patent litigation. Ending the race to the bottom likely requires coordination across major court systems either to return to national patents’ traditional territorial limits,⁸⁰ or to establish a decisive worldwide procedure for standard-essential patent litigation.⁸¹ A coordinated approach is superior to the alternative of participating in the race, by trying to make American courts more attractive to litigants or exacting penalties for outside FRAND litigation. Any such approaches must contend with the historically supported likelihood that other nations like China will trans-
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80. See Greenbaum, supra note 43, at 1117–19.
81. See Contreras, supra note 44.
plant those U.S. approaches and probably exaggerate them,⁸² ultimately to
the detriment of American innovators and the worldwide patent system
overall.

At the same time, policymakers need to consider the ongoing problem
of forum selling domestically.⁸³ Ongoing questions about patent litigation
in the federal courts of the Eastern and Western Districts of Texas show that
the forum selling problem is recurrent and problematic within the United
States and not just across nations.⁸⁴ If the United States is to be a global
leader in opposing unfair judicial competition, it must demonstrate to the
world that its own court system can lead in fairness as well.

C. Promoting Competition as a National Security Defense

Competition is the foundation of a robust American economy. It deliv-
ers high quality goods at the best prices to consumers, it avoids the stag-
nation of monopoly, and it encourages firms to out-innovate each other in
order to out-compete each other. Competition is also critical to national
security, because it forces companies in sensitive industries to compete on
product cybersecurity and mitigates the potential formation of technolog-
ical “monocultures” that are especially vulnerable to cyberattacks.⁸⁵

Ideally, patents and competition work in tandem. Patents grant tempo-
rary protection from immediate copying of a firm’s innovations, while also
encouraging competitors to develop alternative technologies that design
around those patents.⁸⁶ In practice, though, gaps in the laws occasionally
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⁸². See Yu, Contreras & Yang, supra note 46; Cohen, supra note 46.
⁸³. See Klerman & Reilly, supra note 79.
⁸⁴. See Anderson & Gugliuzza, supra note 79; Susan Decker, Chief Justice Backs Plan
bloomberglaw.com/ip-law/chief-justice-backs-plan-to-review-patent-trial-forum-
shopping; Brian J. Love & James Yoon, Predictably Expensive: A Critical Look at Patent
Litigation in the Eastern District of Texas, 20 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 1 (2017); Yan Leych-
chis, Of Fire Ants and Claim Construction: An Empirical Study of the Meteoric Rise
of the Eastern District of Texas as a Preeminent Forum for Patent Litigation, 9 YALE J.
& TECH. 193 (2007); Joe Mullin, EFF Asks Appeals Court to “Shut Down the Eastern
2015/10/eff-asks-appeals-court-to-shut-down-the-eastern-district-of-texas/.
⁸⁵. See Of Monopolies and Monocultures, supra note 3.
enable patenting of technologies that cannot be worked around competitively, without justifiable reasons.

In the context of technical standards, for example, a company cannot avoid a standard-essential patent without foregoing the entire market of standard-compatible products; one cannot feasibly sell laptops with alternative, incompatible Wi-Fi for example. The FRAND obligation, requiring reasonable and nondiscriminatory licensing of standard-essential patents, exists precisely to mitigate the potential competition harm resulting from these patents.

And in some cases, patents are cleverly written to cover regulatory schemes, such that to comply with the law, one must infringe those patents. In one recent case, for example, the manufacturer of a half-century-old drug obtained a patent not on the drug or its formulation, but the regulatory safety procedure for distributing the drug, thereby precluding generics and even improved drugs from entering the market on the off-patent drug. These “mandatory infringement” patents present major anticompetitiveness problems, but they are unsurprisingly highly attractive to those looking to exploit IP rights to the greatest extent.

Minimizing anticompetitive uses of these kinds of marginal patents will enhance the resilience of the U.S. patent system against foreign adversaries hoping to offensively exploit it. Unfortunately, though, the focus on competition has occasionally been forgotten in the context of patents. Conversations about standard-essential patents sometimes treat the FRAND commitment as a mere private contract, despite the commitment’s fundamen-
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91. See Mandatory Infringement, supra note 89, at 27–29, 30–35.
tal public role in protecting technological and market competition.⁹² As the United States engages with the world as a leader on standard-essential patent litigation issues, as I recommend above, it should make competition the centerpiece of that engagement.

D. Engaging the Whole of Government on Innovation Policy

The policy goal is to maintain the United States’ leadership in technology, not in patent counts. China itself, with its failed attempts to “innovate” by subsidizing patent filings, is a cautionary warning against equating patents with innovation: It is easy to boost quantities of patents at the expense of quality and actual technological growth.

Instead, the United States government must take a whole-of-government approach to technology. The patent system is an important part of that approach. But so are resources for STEM education that build the next generation of innovators. So are high-skilled immigration policies that brings in the best talent from abroad.⁹³ So are research grant and innovation prize programs that can provide different and additional incentives.⁹⁴ So are diversity initiatives that ensure that the next great scientist or inventor is not lost.

Artificial intelligence exemplifies the importance of accounting for the whole of government in innovation policy. There is little doubt that AI technology is a strategic asset of importance both to national security and national competitiveness.⁹⁵ The United States has made tremendous investments in AI and has looked to numerous arms of policy to implement the objective of being the forerunner in AI technology. IP law circles, though, have largely focused on a narrow equation that more patents mean more AI, so limitations on the granting of patents in the field are tantamount to impediments to American AI leadership.

The reality is not so simple. AI development in the United States often progresses as an especially high-value form of “user innovation,” in which
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⁹². See Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., 795 F.3d 1024, 1052 & n.22 (9th Cir. 2015).
⁹⁴. See Suchodolski, Harrison & Heiden, supra note 2, at 227–35 (describing role of federal research and development spending).
technologists advance the state of the art not just to sell products but to use the improvements in their own larger businesses.⁹⁶ A medical technology company might build a new natural-language data model for physician terminology, not because the company’s clients want to buy the model, but to incorporate the model into online services that it provides—the company creates AI to use rather than to sell. In a wide variety of industries characterized by user innovation, research finds that widespread patenting can have unexpected and counterintuitive effects, since user-innovators often rely on different IP strategies and can find their efforts stymied by broad-scoped patents.⁹⁷

Furthermore, not all AI patents are alike. As Professor Nikola Datzov explains in a forthcoming paper, a specific patent applying a trained AI model to a useful product domain is likely eligible for patenting, and such a patent is very much unlike a broadly stated patent on AI-based data processing that could span whole swaths of products.⁹⁸ These special characteristics of the AI technology environment help to explain Professor Datzov’s findings of tremendous levels of AI investment and innovation in the United States in the years after the Supreme Court sharply demarcated patent eligibility law in 2014:⁹⁹

AI private investment in the U.S. has been substantially stronger than any other country in the world, rising from approximately $5 billion in 2014 to more than $52.8 billion in 2021. By comparison, China—which was the next closest—totaled $17.21 billion in private investment in 2021. In total private investment in AI from 2013 to 2021, the U.S. once again dominated with $149.0 billion compared to China’s $61.9 billion . . . . [S]ubstantial existing research demonstrates the ability of AI startups, generally, to be competitive and successful in the absence of extensive patent protection.¹⁰⁰
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⁹⁶. See, e.g., ERIC VON HIPPEL, DEMOCRATIZING INNOVATION (2005).
⁹⁷. See id. at 112–17.
¹⁰⁰. Datzov, supra note 98, sec. V.C.3.
Based on this unintuitive relationship between patents and AI investment, Professor Datzov recommends a cautious approach to altering the law of patent eligibility, with a greater emphasis on policy for data resources that serves as a foundation for new AI development.¹⁰¹ That approach exemplifies how, in an especially significant technological area, the focus for national competitiveness needs to be not narrowly on IP protection, but on the full range of policy tools available in the United States.

**Conclusion**

Maintaining American leadership over national competitors demands a multifaceted, nuanced approach across a wide range of domestic and international policies. With respect to intellectual property, the patent and other IP laws must offer both a defensive strategy to protect American innovators from misappropriation, and protection from offensive exploitation of U.S. patents and patent laws by China and others. To mitigate these offensive uses, we must treat the patent laws as infrastructure for innovation, securing it against abuse and misuse as we would secure any other national strategic asset.

I thank the Subcommittee for holding this hearing on this important topic, and am delighted to answer any questions you may have.
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¹⁰¹ See id. sec. VI.